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Galaxy-exams for stubborn President's

14 september 2008

Dmitry Medvedev,
I believe you did pass your psychology-test for the entrance of the First Certificate Course
Galaxy-communication, in Georgia. C-Level. Could have done much better!
Now you are replacing Corrupt system 1 for another Corrupt-war-builders-system 2.
I am a little angry with you... Mean: Furious! You could have past on A-level.....
Because you refuse to send my an official letter related to ICC, that Hitler-court is growing in dictatorpower. Dictators on Earth are growing in power!
What would have happened when you would have stopped ICC & NL-parliament?
● ICC would have been in the media as a corrupt Int. court of law.
● NL would have been reffered to as a 'highly corrupt country'.
● New elections for NL-parliament would have been a fact, based on truth for a change.
● Media could NO longer continue to build 'war for fun'.
● UN & UNHCHR would have known 'that their dirty-dictator-deals with ICC are over; so would
statemembers of ICC'. Bank -Ki- moon would have been send away, together with his dictatorfriends.
● Statemembers of ICC would have started to talk about the way they can implement ICC in their
domestic policies = anticipate on domestic civil wars
● USA would have been forced into 'life from truth' = accept ICC ...and Iran....
● Countries like Bolivia, Honduras, Venezuela are Statemembers of ICC. In stead of fighting against
lies, USA and civil wars, they could have invented New Talks by now to stop civil wars in their
own country. People of Bolivia can turn to ICC when they end up in a war for raw materials....
Who's going to tell them!?
● Israel, Gaza & West-bank would have started New Talks related to the concert of Paul mcCartney
= less blood money invested in the concert = less war between civilizations. more intelligence of
'spoilt rotten celebrities'.
● Asia would have started better talk with WTO and other Import/Export-rulers...to anticipate on
economical-ressesions, which are going to hit us all
● Africa would have been recognized for the way they try to restore justice with local lawcases with
their own supreme courts.
● The complete war-builder-system would have fallen still in NL.
● Middle-East would have been much wisher in their lawcases against Moslim-haters & war-makers
in NL or the rest of Europe
You could have been a little wisher!
You could also have protected me much better within ICC; make sure I will survive ICC.
Without my ICC-degree of an ICC-judge wars will continue to grow in number.
And you will be too stubborn to pass your Galaxy-exams in B- or A-level.
● Listening-comprehension
● Consious-exams
● Mind-blockers-practise
● Future-planning
● Future-building
● Galaxy-waves
● Many more....
Have a straightforward day, anchored in my EQ,
desiree stokkel
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